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In clinical aphasiology, there are a number of well-accepted concepts that are considered organizing constructs in the discipline.  One such construct is the concept of spontaneous recovery (SR).  This construct influences the expectations that we hold regarding the time frame for greatest recovery and for best clinical response, and a host of theoretical and organizing principles that determine much of our planning and research design and that guide our expectations with respect to treatment, recovery, reimbursement, and explanatory mechanisms for recovery. However, the construct itself has been little studied.

Method
To determine how influential this construct has been in clinical aphasiology, three questions were asked:
1.	How influential has the concept of SR been in the field?
2.	How justified are the beliefs that we place in this construct?
3.	How has the concept itself been employed in research and clinical practice.
Using qualitative research methodologies, we investigated these questions.  Within the qualitative research paradigm, the selected data collection strategies and data analysis techniques will be taken from Ethnography.  These methodologies are useful to researchers intent on investigating complex and contextually sensitive phenomenon such as the variables to which this study is directed. The data collection strategies include Participant Observation wherein condensed notes were be collected based upon in-context observations of aphasiologists, Semi-structured Interviews wherein the impressions and practices of clinicians and researchers regarding the impact of SR was discussed and Artifact Analysis wherein review and analysis of the literature and materials employed by researchers and clinicians was undertaken to determine the answers to our questions.  Data analyses were undertaken employing standard ethnographic and phenomenological reduction methods to derive basic and explanatory themes within the data (Agar, 1986; Giorgi, 1985).  That is, the data from each of the collection sources were transcribed and then cyclically analyzed to derive various statements, categories, and behavioral practices that were then consolidated (when appropriate) into themes across the data sources.

Results
The emerging themes suggest that the construct of SR is very influential in limiting the expectations of clinicians and patients with regard to long-term progress and also in defining an “individual-oriented” and “medically-oriented” set of practices.  Further, the construct has limited the extent to which more social and practical interventions are employed.  Additional themes will be detailed.

Discussion
To best meet the needs of the discipline and the needs of the individuals with aphasia that are served, it is necessary to take a realistic look at SR in terms of when the concept arose, how it has been applied and whether it still serves the needs of the discipline.  This study is a preliminary step in that direction.
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